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SOA Made SimplePackt Publishing, 2012

	Discover the true meaning behind the buzzword that is 'Service Oriented Architecture'

	
		Get to grips with clear definitions of 'Service' and 'Architecture' to understand the full SOA picture
	
		Read about SOA in simple terms from Oracle ACE Directors for SOA and Middleware in this book and...
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AWS Certified Advanced Networking Official Study Guide: Specialty ExamSybex, 2018

	The official study guide for the AWS certification specialty exam


	The AWS Certified Advanced Networking Official Study Guide – Specialty Exam helps to ensure your preparation for the AWS Certified Advanced Networking – Specialty Exam. Expert review of AWS fundamentals align with the exam objectives,...
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Practical C++ Programming, Second EditionO'Reilly, 2003
This book is devoted to practical C++ programming. It teaches you not only the mechanics of the language, but also style and debugging. The entire life cycle of a program is discussed, including conception, design, writing, debugging, release, documentation, maintenance, and revision. 

Style is emphasized....
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PC Repair Bench BookJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Your one-stop guide to
	Understanding and repairing motherboards, processors, chipsets, BIOS, and system resources 
	Updating and optimizing memory and aging systems
	Diagnosing common PC problems and performing routine maintenance
	Installing and configuring system upgrades
	Working...
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Programming .NET ComponentsO'Reilly, 2003
The introduction of the Microsoft® .NET framework not only brings developers a powerful, cohesive toolset for the development of new Windows and Web applications -- it also replaces COM as the technology of choice for building components on Windows platforms.  Components are the fundamental building blocks of .NET applications; they can both...
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Microsoft Windows Server Administration EssentialsSybex, 2011

	The core concepts and technologies you need to administer a Windows Server OS


	Administering a Windows operating system (OS) can be a difficult topic to grasp, particularly if you are new to the field of IT. This full-color resource serves as an approachable introduction to understanding how to install a server, the various...
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Windows 8.1 Inside OutMicrosoft Press, 2013

	
		You're beyond the basics - so dive right in and really put your PC to work! This supremely organized reference packs hundreds of timesaving solutions, troubleshooting tips, and workarounds for Windows 8.1. Plus, you get access to two and half hours of video training and a companion ebook.

	
		Topics include:

	
...
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HTML: A Beginner's Guide, Second EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2002
Essential Skills--Made Easy!

Peel back the Web's opulent exterior and see how HTML makes it all look so great. Author Wendy Willard will help you understand HTML with clear lessons delivered in a proven learning system. In dedicated modules that act as stand-alone lessons, you'll discover how to structure a page, place images, size text,...
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Director in a Nutshell (Nutshell Handbook)O'Reilly, 1999
Macromedia Director 6 is the premier authoring tool for delivering  interactive content on both the Internet and the desktop. It is the  dominant multimedia package for Windows 95/NT, Windows 3.1, and the  Macintosh. A quarter million developers use Director(R) to incorporate  animation and audio into dynamic Web pages, and to create engaging...
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Selected Readings on Telecommunication and Networking (Premier Reference Source)Information Science Publishing, 2008
Education and research in the field of telecommunications and networking can prove problematic without the proper resources and tools on the most relevant issues, trends, and advancements.
    Selected Readings on Telecommunications and Networking supplements course instruction and student research with quality chapters focused...
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CompTIA A+ Certification All-In-One Desk Reference For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2007


    The A+ Certified Professional certification is a well-recognized certification and will serve as a basic foundation for a number of other certifications that you may eventually pursue. The certification exam tests your knowledge of both hardware and software used in today’s computer world and the certification is one of...
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A+ Complete Study GuideSybex, 2001
Here’s the book you need to prepare for the latest versions of CompTIA’s A+ Exams. This Deluxe Edition of Sybex’s Best Selling A+ Study Guide provides:
	Full coverage of every exam objective    
	Practical information on network hardware    
	Hundreds of...
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